
More than a few of you may be scratching your

head and asking, "What's a dead pedal?" 

It is quite simply a resting place for the left foot

of the driver. While that might seem like a dumb

idea, it's really not.

In manual transmission vehicles, the dead

pedal can help keep the driver's left foot on

about the same plane as the other pedals so

that transitions between one pedal and another

(for instance, moving the left foot from the dead

pedal to the clutch) can be smoother and faster.

It also keeps the driver from riding the clutch

with their left foot, which can cause premature

wear and tear in manual transmission vehicles.

In automatic transmission vehicles, the dead

pedal still plays an important role, as it offers a

stable and inclined surface for the driver's left

foot. In any vehicle, regardless of transmission

type, drivers can use the dead pedal to brace

themselves while maneuvering the vehicle, help-

ing to maintain better vehicle control (think pick-

ing your way through a boulder field).

Although some vehicles have a dead pedal

structure (often with a small rubber pad) built

into the bulkhead in front of the driver-side door,

its surface can be slippery and does not offer a

stable brace. It may not be level or in-line with

the other pedals, which can create an uneven

and uncomfortable seating position for the driver.

That's where the aftermarket comes into play,

and in this case, it's Mountain Off-Road Enter-

prises (M.O.R.E.) that came through with an ex-

cellent dead pedal for a wide variety of Jeep

applications. In this particular case, we mounted

one into a 2020 Jeep JT Gladiator, but it would

be an identical process in a Jeep JL Wrangler. If

this installation takes you more than 30 minutes,

it's not the kit.
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SourcesAfter locating the metal reinforcement plate above the plastic kick panel on the driver

side of the Jeep, we tucked the dead pedal kit's backing plate behind the factory re-

inforcement plate so the backing plate's welded-in 1/4-inch threaded bolts poked

through the upper and lower holes in the reinforcement plate closest to the firewall.

Now the M.O.R.E. dead pedal and its mounting plate (assembled using kit-supplied

hardware) can be bolted up using the 1/4-inch flat washers and nuts in the kit.

In any vehicle, regardless of transmission type, drivers can use the dead pedal to

brace themselves while maneuvering the vehicle, helping to maintain better vehicle

control. We picked the M.O.R.E. #DPJL18 for this job, as it was designed specifically

for the Jeep JK Wrangler with automatic transmission but also fit perfectly into the

automatic-equipped 2020 Jeep JT Gladiator.


